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The Six - the cursed pistols that can destroy the world - have fallen into the wrong hands. Griselda the Grey
Witch and her henchman Jesup Sutter now control the weapons. As they prepare to use the guns to throw
open the gates of Perdition and condemn the world to darkness, they are opposed only by a ragtag group of
desperate heroes. But Drake Sinclair, Becky Montcrief, and Screaming Crow have a few surprises in store
for the ageless witch. As the apocalypse dawns, a vicious gunfight rages in the streets of a nameless city!
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From Reader Review The Sixth Gun, Vol. 8: Hell and High Water
for online ebook

CB says

Arrrgh! It's so good! I can't wait to read the last volume, but I don't want the series to end.

Mark says

This series is the best. One of my all time favorites. I can't wait to read the conclusion.

47Time says

[Scre

Sonic says

Though I still enjoy this series, it does feel like it has been drifting for awhile...

Nancy says

All hell breaks loose and familiar faces come back in satisfying ways and OMG it's super exciting. I really
need to know how this all shakes out!

Fraser Sherman says

The apocalypse begins as Becky and Sinclair storm the Grey Witch's little town, which requires going up
against her crazy cultists as well as the Six Guns. The good news is, the real final battle will take place in the
netherworld where the actual remaking of reality takes place. Effectively grim and absorbing, so I hope Vol.
9 is a satisfactory finish

Francesca says

This was quite an underwhelming volume if compared to the rest of the series: it was a bit confusing, and
nothing really happened throughout it. Anyway, the art and the world is very dear to me, and I'm still
interested to read the next installment.



Craig says

Wow! Wow, wow, wow, wow, wow, etc. Just about as perfect a collection as I've ever read. Can't wait for
the concluding volume...

Koen Claeys says

One final volume to go for this amazing fantasy/western epic. With the ending so close, it's wonderful to see
how tightly Cullen Bunn has planned the story-arcs in advance . If you like westerns, Lord of the Rings or
the books of Mignola's universe (Hellboy, BPRD,... ), then this might just be a comic book to your liking.

Aaron says

While I love world building stories this one was a little too much. In the earlier books world building was
done through showing not telling. In this book they tell you while a large fight is going on in the background.
I became bored of the fight after a while and so the narration became dull. Overall I feel they had enough
material for about 2 less books then were written. That said the story and background given explain so much
and not often do the bad guys have a victory like this.

Sam Quixote says

The Sixth Gun Volume 8 sees The Grey Witch Griselda finally unite the six guns and open the seal to bring
about Armageddon. So it’s the end of the series? Nope! It’s the end of… er… the first “season”? Because the
main cast are still around and have moved on to the next level or something. Well, Hell and High Water was
such a crap finale I think this might be the end of The Sixth Gun for me at any rate.

The first half of the book isn’t interesting at all as we’re forced to wait for our heroes to fight Griselda who’s
hanging fire on opening the seal for some reason. The second half is the unexciting battle between the two
sides.

What’s worse is that when the fighting begins the narration is completely detached from what’s happening
on the page. It’s such a bad choice by Cullen Bunn because it takes the reader out of the present, boring us
with information we already know like the six guns’ powers (how many times must we be reminded?!) and
the various characters’ stories thus far. And it goes on and on for the entire battle!

Brian Hurtt’s art is as top-notch as it’s been throughout the series and I liked the design of the King of
Secrets even if he was an entirely needless character. His vision for the apocalypse is so mundane though –
Biblical flooding? Snore.

The Sixth Gun is a good series but it (sort of) ends on such a disappointingly dull note. Rather than having
me anticipating the next stage of the series, I’m happy to hang up these six shooters instead.



Sesana says

Getting close to the end now. I'm liking how things are coming together, and I'm excited about seeing the
end.

Miguel Ángel Alonso Pulido says

[las Seis han caído en manos de la Bruja Gris y los aliados de Becky y Drake han muerto o sufrido un
destino peor. Pero aunque el fin del mundo esté próximo, ninguno de los dos tiene intención de rendirse,
aunque todo parezca perdido (hide spoiler)]

Paxton Holley says

Now that the series is complete with issue #50, I'm doing a page 1 re-read of the series to the finish. Love
this book so much.

Phoenix Scientist says

READING THE SERIES, GOOD LOW/MEDIUM FANTASY WESTERN. LIKABLE CHARACTERS
THAT GROW ON YOU AND BECOME DEEPER. SEVERAL GOOD TWISTS AND TURNS IN THE
STORY. I LIKE THE SETTING, MORE THAN JUST A WESTARN, AS IF ALL THE WIVE'S TALES
AND STORIES WERE TRUE. AND ALL THE PROBLEMS THEREIN. GRITTY AND INTERESTING,
AND WITH AN ART STYLE TO MATCH.


